THE UNCG ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT DATABASE

LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS

1. The “Mozilla” search engine must be used to find the website address.  http://uncg.smedev.biz

2. Please use the following username/password combination for viewing rights (not case-sensitive):
   Username: uncg
   Password: 2010

Navigation Tips:

1. You can find the building of interest by clicking on the “Campus Map” text in the left tool bar. A campus map will appear listing the buildings by a letter. Use the tool bar to the right to select the building by letter.

2. Once the building is selected, an aerial view will center the building on the map. Select the letter of the building from the map.

3. An index card will appear, click on the “floor plan” tab, and select the floor of interest.

4. Use the scroll bar on the left to find/choose the room of interest. The “blue i” can be selected to find out more details about the homogeneous material present. The color green indicates asbestos was not detected, and red or brown indicates ACM.

5. The “Asbestos Material Report” at the top of the page can be used to see all homogeneous material identified in the building.

If you have any questions about the Asbestos Management Database, please contact the Office of Safety at (336) 334-4357. A direct link to the website is below: http://uncg.smedev.biz/index.php